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NINTENDO 3DS SOFTWARE QUICK GUIDE 
NINTENDO PRESENTS: NEW STYLE BOUTIQUE™

This game is played primarily with the  
stylus, but the buttons are still used for  
some functions.

Basic controls

Take a photo

Talk

Skip movies etc. 

Select the icon for this software on the HOME Menu and touch MANUAL to view the  
electronic manual. Please read this manual thoroughly to ensure maximum enjoyment  
of your new software.

This software title includes an electronic manual to reduce the amount of paper used in its packaging. For support, 
please consult the electronic manual, the Operations Manual for your system or the Nintendo website. The electronic 
manual is available in PDF format on the Nintendo website.

Electronic Manual



Exchanging Stylist Cards
Swap Stylist Cards by passing other players while wireless communication is enabled on your Nintendo 3DS™ system. 
When you receive a Stylist Card from someone, their character will visit your boutique as a customer.

You
Other 
player

Your Stylist Card

Other player’s  
Stylist Card

StreetPass™

Wireless Fashion Shows

Use the items you have in your in-game wardrobe to 
put on fashion shows with up to three other players! 
If the show is a success, you can win shop funds or 
special items.

Note: To communicate using this feature, both players must activate StreetPass for  
this software on their Nintendo 3DS systems.

Hi! Just dropping by 
to check out your 
boutique!

Girly style
Dress / Gingham Check Dress

Necklace / Coin Necklace

Bag / Feminine Handbag

Shoes / Cute Oxfords Local Play

customer!

Check Your Look

Additional Features Put your friends through this interactive trial that lets newbies try their hand at styling 
an outfit for a catwalk model. Based on the outfit they come up with, they’ll be given a 
title to show just how stylish they really are!

A new
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IMPORTANT: Please read the separate Important Information Leaflet.

Connect to the internet to download new items.

Internet

Download new items

Connect to the internet and visit the bustling Fashion Quarter, the place to meet up with players 
from all over the globe.

Note: You can restrict online interaction and /or StreetPass functionality via Parental Controls. For more information, refer to the  
Operations Manual for your system.

  Make a name for your Web Shop on the internet.
   Create outfits and sell them to other players. 

  Promote your Web Shop, get visitors from all over  
the world, and try to build your shop’s popularity.

  Buy outfits created by other players worldwide.

  Exchange outfits with players you’ve swapped  
Stylist Cards with.

Hang out in the Fashion Quarter

Things to do in the Fashion Quarter

There’s lots to do here!  
You can set up your own 
Web Shop, or actually be 
the customer and enjoy 
shopping to your heart’s 
content.

You

Other players

Casual style

Inner / Houndstooth V-Neck

Outer / Down Gilet

Trousers / Ripped Slimfit Jeans

Shoes / Plain-Toe Boots

Fashion 
       Quarter

AR Photo Op

Additional Features Use the ? Card (included with the system) to create scenarios with characters and music 
from the game. Select the perfect poses and props, then take photos you can share with 
your friends!



Stylist’s Picks

Sending

Uploaded  
Stylist’s Picks

A Stylist’s Pick is any outfit that one player creates for 
another. Let’s say you’ve exchanged Stylist Cards with 
someone. That player’s character will visit you in your 
boutique, and your character will visit their boutique. 
The outfit that you design for them is a Stylist’s Pick!

First, put together an outfit 
for the other player’s character 
when they visit you.

Next, visit the 
Fashion Quarter. The outfit you 
created will be automatically 
uploaded.

The next time the other player 
visits the Fashion Quarter, they 
can touch RECEIVE STYLIST’S 
PICKS to have the outfit sent to 
their apartment.

Note: Created outfits cannot be exchanged without both players  
visiting the Fashion Quarter.

Receiving

Feminine styleDress / Strapless Fitted Dress
Outer / Tweed Jacket

Necklace / Diamond Necklace
Bag / Pattern ClutchShoes / Glossy Pumps

Fashion 
       Quarter

Internet




